Experimental characterization of the sound field in a reverberation room.
Measured values of acoustic absorption obtained from standardized reverberation-chamber measurements often differ across laboratories. These discrepancies arise due to non-isotropic sound incidence on the absorbing specimen, diffraction at the sample edges, and differences in the chambers' shapes and dimensions. The present study examines an experimental method for characterizing the distribution of sound incidence on the specimen in the steady state. The methodology relies on a plane wave decomposition (i.e., estimation of the wavenumber spectrum) to determine the magnitude of the sound waves arriving from definite directions onto the absorbing sample. Based on this decomposition, the sound pressure, particle velocity, and sound intensity can be reconstructed in the vicinity of the absorbing specimen. One can distinguish between the incident and reflected components of the sound field, making it possible to characterize the incident energy flows. Measurements with a programmable robotic arm are conducted in a reverberation chamber in two damping conditions (empty and with absorption on the floor). The quantitative accuracy of the method is examined via an estimation of the sample's angle-dependent absorption coefficient, showing good agreement with theoretical predictions. It is anticipated that the proposed method will be of value in explaining the deviations encountered across standardized laboratories.